Two Famous Rivers
Crossword Clues

Across
1. an overflow or large amount of water
3. very old
7. channel of water for travel
8. covered
11. supply water to
12. where something comes from (noun)
15. business
16. drop, act of going down
17. a deep narrow valley
20. a barrier to stop water from flowing or moving
23. waterfalls
24. papyrus
26. riverboats
28. people who go to unknown places to learn more about them

Down
2. runs over the surface of something
4. step or walk, but stay in one place
5. food shortage; not enough food
6. ruins
9. goes quickly
10. found where something came from (verb)
13. water moves from one place to another
14. a tributary; part of a river
16. the land at the mouth of a river
18. a tall water plant that paper was made from
19. a large area of flat land
21. the side of a river
22. statue with a human’s head and lion’s body
25. when land is worn away by water (or wind)
27. a hot and humid area
29. triangular-shaped stone tombs of ancient Egyptian royalty